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from the president’s desk...

WAB 2020 Officers and Board Members

Greetings fellow WABBITs!

Officers

I suppose the dominating issue for our club remains
the COVID-19 pandemic and how we can best provide
riding opportunities to our club members while
exercising the appropriate degree of precautions. Again
- thank you for your responses to the survey conducted
in June. I reported the results in a General Membership
eMail a couple weeks ago, but just to summarize, results
were mixed in some respects and fairly uniform in
others. You were roughly split 50/50 on the question
of whether our rides should be restricted to “Members
Only” versus “Guests Permitted”.
However, there was a strong consensus that we should
continue to keep a cap on number of participants, and
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member information
welcome!

member discount

Renewing members: Kerry Byers, Bruce Glendening,
William Harris, Gerry Hughes, Patricia Parr, Gene &
Claire Partlow, Rich Thompson, Nick Vrettos

Don’t Forget: Your WAB membership entitles you to a 10%
discount on parts, accessories or clothing at these local bike
shops and sports stores: Bikes Unlimited, Bike the Burg,
Conte’s, Trek and Colonial Sports.

New members: Brett Gardner, Mike Hayes, Patrick
Russell, Jim Schmittle, Michael & Christina Snyder,
Deborah Vick & Al Mahmoudt

*Discount does not apply to bicycles. Other items may not qualify
for discount at certain shops - call store for details.

League of
American Bicyclists
Affiliated Club
James City County
Division of Parks & Recreation
Co-Sponsored Club

The Flying Wheel is the newsletter of the Williamsburg
Area Bicyclists or WAB. The Club encourages and supports
all facets of bicycling in the Williamsburg, Virginia area.
The Flying Wheel is always looking for stories or pictures
connected to cycling. If you can help out, email the editor
(editor@wabonline.org) or send a letter to: Williamsburg
Area Bicyclists, P.O. Box 2222, Williamsburg, VA 231872222. Please send us your story no later than the 15th of
the month.

Historic Triangle Bicycle Advisory Committee - see link for contact information:
https://www.yorkcounty.gov/779/Historical-Triangle-Bicycle-Advisory-Com

be sure to check out our sponsors...
many are offering curbside pickup or other options!
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from the president’s desk
...continued from page 1
that we should require pre-registration. After considering at the July Board meeting, we decided to continue
with the 10- participant cap per pace group, and keep it members-only with the exception that any member
may invite one non-member guest. And pre-registration is required.
This process seems to be working well, with participation at the weekday morning rides being fairly
strong. Participation at the Tues/Thur evening rides and weekend rides seems to have been negatively
impacted. The board will continue to monitor and we will discuss again at our August Board meeting. Meanwhile,
feel free to provide your input to me or any board member.
At the August board meeting we will also discuss the possibility of reopening the Hincapie store for WAB kit orders. This was also the subject
of a recent survey and there does seem to be sufficient interest to support
the store opening - watch for an announcement on this.
In some ways, it seems like the first half of 2020 has been about a year long, but it isn’t too soon to start thinking
about 2021. As you may know, we have an annual election of officers at the November Board meeting, with
the slate of candidates presented at the October meeting. We have not yet determined how to conduct these
meetings. Nevertheless, we will soon be establishing a nominating committee and of course every year there
are new opportunities. We are always looking for people willing to contribute to the success of our club, so
please let me or any board member know if you would like to get involved in club leadership!
Stay safe!
Rick Nevins, President
president@wabonline.org

Welcome to our new sponsor Nance-Major House! Be sure to check them out and tell a friend!
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AUGUST CALENDAR
by Ken McFarland
Recurring Rides
WAB recurring rides are on the WAB calendar (http://wabonline.org/index. php/ride-calendar), visible only to
WAB members per Board policy. Message Board posts are sent out. Rides are not being posted on Williamsburg
Road Cycling (Facebook page). WAB members may bring a guest. Pre-registration is required for WAB rides,
for members and guests.
Monday at 9:00 – Charles City, B+ & C
Tuesday at 9:30 – Surry, B+, C, CTuesday at 6:00 – Settlement, B+ (“open” ride)
Wednesday at 9:00 – Williamsburg Community Chapel, C
Thursday at 8:30 – various locations, C
Thursday at 6:00 – Settlement, B+
Friday at 8:30 – various locations, B+
Special Rides
None are currently scheduled, watch the Message Board for updates.

out of bounds
Large organized cycling events continue to be postponed or cancelled. The WAB website is updated as new
information is received. Please refer to the Out-of-Bounds link:
https://wabonline.org/index.php/suggested-links/out-of-bounds-upcoming-wab-and-non-wab-events
Check the event websites for the latest information. The Between the Waters Ride is a popular event with WABbits, and is still tentatively scheduled for October 24. Beware that their website advises they have a no-refund
policy. If the event is cancelled due to COVID19, your registration is considered a tax-deductible donation.
This unfortunately has been a concern with many events this year, how to handle pre-paid registration fees.
Let’s hope 2021 is better!
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tr ail mix by Ted Hanson
cap2cap2020 - goes virtual for 2020
What does that mean? Well here is the information from the VCTF July newsletter:
In consideration of the many evolving challenges related to Covid-19 and the
primary concern for participants safety, we have decided to move the 15th annual
Cap2Cap to a virtual event.
Riders can complete their virtual Cap2Cap anytime between August 17th and August 31st. Participants receive
a celebratory shirt, backpack, and water bottle. Commemorative jerseys can also be purchased. (Note: you do
not need to complete your CAP2CAP mileage all in one day; just finish your mileage between August 17-31.)
We think it will be a fun and certainly memorable way to continue the Cap2Cap Tradition. We hope that you
will join us.
As many of you know, the annual Cap2Cap is the primary source of revenue each year. We are incredibly
grateful for the unwavering support of our ride sponsors and the dedication of our participants which allows
us to continue to accomplish our mission and serve our Trail family.
For more details, please visit the following link: https://www.virginiacapitaltrail.org/cap2cap
Or email Claire at info@virginiacapitaltrail.org
(Note, regular CAP2CAP entry fees apply.)
And if you will be completing your mileage on the VCT, be sure to review the COVID 19 safety guidelines
for the Trail. https://www.virginiacapitaltrail.org/coronavirus-covid19

the capital quarantine challenge
The Capital Quarantine Challenge is your opportunity to
cycle the entire Trail this summer, in a day or in segments
and qualify for a limited edition VCT “Conquered” tee
shirt and Certificate of Completion. Go here for more
information:
h t t p s : / / r u n s i g n u p . c o m / R a c e / VA / R i c h m o n d /
CapitalQuarantineChallenge
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tr ail mix

continued...

vct ebike policy

tr ail safety and etiquette
Wit h s o many ne w Trai l us ers
this Spring and Summer it
is good to review the Trail Rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be Respectful and Alert
Stay to the right, pass on the left, and give audible
warnings
Obey all Trail and Road Signs
Use safe speeds, slow down in congested areas
If you’re on wheels, yield to pedestrians
Pull off the Trail when stopped
Keep dogs on short leashes and clean up after your
pet
Maintain single file when allowing others to pass
No unauthorized motorized vehicles

While VCTF encourages everyone to get outside and
stay active, VCTF only supports the use of Type One
and Type Two E-bikes. Type One E-bikes are pedal
operated with a motor assist only when the cyclist is
pedaling and cannot exceed 20 mph. Type Two E-bikes
are solely motor assisted and cannot exceed 20 mph.
Type Three E-bikes are motor assisted and reach
speeds up to 28 mph. The Trail’s posted speed limit is
20 mph, therefore the VCTF does not condone Type
Three E-bikes as the high speeds are a safety concern to
other Trail users. While VCTF does allow certain types
of E-bikes, we do not allow mopeds or unauthorized
motorized vehicles on the Trail.
For the full policy, go to this link: https://www.
virginiacapitaltrail.org/s/E-bike-Policy.pdf

virginia capital tr ail ambassadors
Out on the Trail you may have seen VCT Trail Ambassadors
outfitted in their orange vest sporting the joint sponsor logos,
the Virginia Capital Trail Foundation and VDOT. This group
of 100+ is a trained cadre of volunteers dedicated to a twofold
mission:
1. Make the user experience better by offering medical and
mechanical assistance and information and
2. Be the public face and “eyes and ears” along the Trail.
Ambassadors ride when and where they want, and then do
a quick electronic report of Trail conditions and interfaces
with Trail users.

photo credit: Virginia Capital Trail website

For more information, follow this link: https://www.virginiacapitaltrail.org/trail-ambassadors. If you are interested
in joining this elite group, a training session (via Zoom) for new Ambassadors has been added for August 11th
from 6:30 to 7:30 pm. To sign up for the training, or for more details, email claire@virginiacapitaltrail.org.
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how we communicate

--Rick Nevins, President and Andy Ballentine, Publicity Chair
Hello, everyone. It’s good to get the word out, periodically, about how we communicate within our club
and to the public.
We recognize that our members have different preferences. Some “live” by Facebook (FB), while others
have concerns over privacy and steer clear of Facebook. Some like to communicate via email, others
prefer more static or printed media. There is our club’s Message Board. And different types of information
may lend itself to different communications channels. For example more time-critical information is best
communicated via the Message Board or FB or email and less time critical may be more suited to inclusion
in a monthly newsletter.
Be sure to like our WAB FB page if you haven’t yet. We use this to provide visibility of our club to the
general public, but not for regular club announcements. There is also the Williamsburg Road Cycling
(WRC) FB group, which reaches a wider audience, many of whom are not club members. This is used for
publicly available ride postings/cancellations and general discussion.
By information type, here are the ways we seek to communicate:
Ride Announcements
• Always posted on the website calendar when the ride is first planned.
• A weekly post to the WRC FB Group is made listing all rides in the upcoming week but only IF the
rides are open to the public. (During Covid-19 protocols, rides are open to members only).
• A website Message Board (MB) post is usually made but not always.
• A weekly “Upcoming Rides” email is sent to the upcoming ride e-mail distribution list.
• Listed on the Flying Wheel newsletter but keep in mind that “pop-up” rides may not be yet announced
at newsletter issue time.
Ride Cancellations
• Always updated on the website calendar as cancelled but may lag the announcement by a few hours!
• Always posted on the WRC FB Group (only for rides open to public).
• Always posted on the Message Board.
• If in doubt – contact the Ride Leader whose contact info is normally on the calendar event.
General Membership Meetings
• Announced via an email to the General Announcements email distribution list.
• Announced in the Flying Wheel issue for the month of the meeting.
• Announced on the front page of the website.
Club Initiatives, News and Human Interest Stories
• Communicated via the Flying Wheel.
• Not usually posted to the website, except that the archive of all newsletters is available for download
from the website.
• Sometimes posted on the WAB FB Page, if deemed to be of interest to the general public and/or
prospective new members.
Note also that there are two options for notification of website Message Board posts:
you can elect to receive an email immediately any time a post is made, and/or receive a daily digest which
summarizes all posts from the last 24 hours.
Do you have suggestions for better communication? We’d love to hear from you!
WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 7
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the route library
The Route Library now contains over 300 routes, and is an important resource
for the club. Access the library by logging in and clicking on the Routes Icon or
the Members-->Route Library
(Top Menu link on the website home page)
All of these routes are linked to the website Ride With GPS (www.ridewithgps.com).
We have a “Club Account” with Ride With GPS and our website routes library is
automatically kept in synch with the Ride With GPS Club Account. If you are “old
school” and don’t use a GPS computer for navigation, then the paper cue sheets and maps you can generate
with the website Cue Sheet Generator will suffice. However, if you would like to download the GPS navigation
file to your GPS computer, or use the RWG smartphone app, then you should create a Ride With GPS free
account and join our club account. Once approved, you will have access to the premium navigation features
that normally requires a paid “premium” account. The link to access the RWG Club Account is found on our
Route Library page.
Member TIP: When you click on the Routes icon, you will be taken to a page which lists the starting points
for the routes in these categories on the left side of the page. Click on any start point to see a list of the routes
starting from that point, along with other information about the route, such as distance, climb, description and
map. Click on the map to see more detail such as the elevation profile and more detailed map.
Leader TIP: When you post information about an upcoming ride on the Message Board, you can include a link
to the route in the library. Do this by navigating to the route in the library and then cutting/pasting the URL
from your browser into the Message Board post.
Member TIP: Print a Cue Sheet by clicking on the “Generate Cue Sheet” button or the “Get Cuesheet” link
in the library for the route. This will take you to a page where you can customize options such as font size or
cue sheet format. The defaults should provide a good result. Then click the “Get Cuesheet” button. This will
download a PDF file to your computer that you can print.
Member Tip: If you have a GPS computer and would like to download the navigation file for the route, click on
the “Go to Ride With GPS Route” which will take you to the route on the Ride With GPS website where you can
export the GPS file to install on your GPS computer. If you use a Garmin device, we recommend downloading
the .fit file. If you have a Wahoo device, you simply need to “pin” the route on the Ride With GPS website and
it will synch down to your Wahoo.
Member Tip: Even if you don’t have a GPS computer, you can get “turn-by-turn” navigation (with voice prompts)
on your smartphone by installing the Ride With GPS App. Once installed, you need to login to the app with
your Ride With GPS username and password, and then tap on the Williamsburg Area Bicyclists link under the
Clubs heading to access our club routes.
Leader TIP: If you have other routes you would like to have added to the Cue Sheet library, then send a request
to Charlie Hart at routecoordinator@wabonline.org with a link to your route and he can save it to our club account.
If you have questions about the Cue Sheet Library, or any other website topic, don’t hesitate to send an email
to webmaster@wabonline.org.
WILLIAMSBURG AREA BICYCLISTS | PAGE 8
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Be sure to check out our sponsors...
Let them know we appreciate them!
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frenemies

by Linda Coppinger

The enclosed picture shows the subject of Stoker’s
most recent love/hate relationship, one fraught with
an accumulation of insults and injuries gathered over
many months and most recently hurled this very
morning. The picture shows the cleats on the bottom of
Stoker’s cycling shoes, tools of productivity and danger
that clamp Stoker’s feet to her pedals, and keep them
there. No matter what. When Stoker needs her feet
to touch the ground, as at a stop sign, she finds them
clamped tightly to the pedals, and after exhausting her
photo credit: bicycles.stackexchange.com
very limited track stand skills, she finds parts other than
her feet on the ground. This phenomenon is due to the mysterious power of gravity, which never ever fails. Thus,
Stoker has found herself on the ground locked to her bike many times. Why wear these things?
First, for a Stoker, it doesn’t usually matter. Part of the tandeming routine is the planting of the Captain’s feet to
provide stability while the Stoker mounts the motionless bike and locks in. It is the Captain’s foot that touches
the ground at stops; Stoker keeps her seat, pedals and shoes locked together, ready to power on. But on those
occasions when a Stoker takes to a single bike, he or she assumes the Captain role, and has to remember the power
of gravity. Yes, this Stoker admits that many of her falls have come from a failure of memory. She forgets that a
bike must be moving to escape gravity; when stopped, a single bike is not held up by anyone or anything except
the Rider. When first learning the ways of “clipless” pedals, Stoker would brake when a neighbor called- and fall
right over. Each stop sign in the neighborhood elicited the same response - Every. Single. Stopsign. Every. Single.
Day. For a month. Stoker is not a fast learner. Why wear these things?
In addition to not being a fast learner, Stoker is not naturally athletic. Spastic is an appropriate word, as parts of
her body go off to perform their functions at different rates than other parts. Her pedal stroke down is slower
than the lift on the opposing side, so while pushing down with her right foot she lifts her left foot off the pedal.
When the cadence gets high, she doesn’t always find the pedal when it rises, speedily passing under her waiting
foot. On a tandem this clumsiness is dangerous - the stoker’s sudden imbalance will cause the bike to wobble and
change course, despite the efforts of the captain who tries to gain control. On a single bike the imbalance leads to
uphills without momentum and the same wobbly course corrections. Clipped in, her feet move at the same speed,
the bike goes straight, and the rider can even use the upstroke to add power, as well as the downstroke. A little
extra power leads to a little extra speed, leads to a nice cooling breeze on a hot day. That’s why we wear these
things.
...continued on the next page
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frenemies

continued...

...continued from previous page
But the heat causes the metal clips to expand in their holders, leaving
Stoker kicking and cursing to get free as the stopsigns approach, now that
she remembers. So far there have been no collisions, only close calls and
a couple of brief route changes. Each have disrupted a perfectly good ride.
This morning’s landed Stoker on her left hip bone, now covered with a bump
that fills the palm of her hand, grated by the gravel. Stoker also found, to her
annoyance, the chain draped flaccidly across the bottom bracket. Nothing
for it but to stick her bleeding hand into the greasy sprockets to remount
the chain. Tomorrow’s tasks have been established. Stupid shoes will
cause an afternoon of chain washing. Just skip the lecture about deferred
maintenance. It’s all the fault of the shoe.

photo credit: bicycles.stackexchange.com

From the Message Board...
I have been informed that police are going to start issuing tickets to cyclists on the VCT, that don’t stop at stop
signs. Police on bicycles are a common sight on the VCT from Four Mile Park to Richmond. Guess what? They
can now be seen in Williamsburg on the VCT. Stop at stop signs or get ticketed.
Some info found on VDot’s website regarding this topic:

www.virginiadot.org/programs/bikeped/laws_and_safety_tips.asp#:~:text=Bicyclists%20and%20other%20users%20
on,prior%20to%20entering%20such%20crosswalk

As well as Virginia’s Code of Virginia website:

law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title46.2/chapter8/section46.2-904/

“Somebody got a new bike.” And check out those great-looking WAB jerseys!
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“flashback” photo

There were at least two of us out there this morning
wearing this jersey that the club commissioned 15+years ago. Fun fact (Bob Austin, correct me if I’m
not remembering this correctly): the reason why the
club couldn’t use a more accurate depiction of the
three ships is because a more accurate depiction is
copyrighted by Jamestown!
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race report
by Mark Holt

‘Virtual Race Report’ - five Williamsburg racers are 8 days into the ‘Great American
Ride’ which is a virtual race across the USA for teams of 4, 6, 8 or 12 riders. As previously
noted the race started on July 11 and it runs until each team has completed the 3700
miles across the USA. Two of the 12 person teams are already done but 95 other teams
from all over the USA are still out ‘there’ enjoying the cool summer temperatures.
The Fat Frogs Race team of Lisa Pitman, Natalie Barron, Elizabeth Cross Foxx, and Mark Britton Holt are
currently in 13th place overall and sit 3rd of the 33 four person squads. The team has covered 2042 miles
(once ace Lisa Pitman loads her Sunday ride into the system) and is about to cross into Iowa. Lisa Pitman
has covered 565 miles in 8 days and her team mates are close to the 500 mark as well.
Michelle Krewinghaus leads her team in mileage and her squad (The Gossip Girls) sits 27th of the 97 teams
overall.
You can track the teams here: http://trackleaders.com/greatamericanride20
I’m pretty sure the weather here has been warmer in VA than in the midwest or west coast and the last
two days in particular have made high mileage somewhat chore-like but what the heck, it’s got to be cool
in Iowa right?
The ‘GAR’ event has been big fun but the locals have to get it done in time to rest a bit before the Canal TT
over in Chesapeake on August 15th for some real actual outdoor racing. That event just got its city permit
Friday and should show up on ‘BikeReg’ for registration this week.

Natalie Barron at Malvern Hill setting up the
artillery against the two teams ahead of us
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Natalie Barron and Lisa Pitman get ready to add miles
during the Williamsburg Winery Sunday club ride.
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ride reports

Cul’s Courthouse Grille Ride - July 10, 2020
Come join us! Check the WAB calendar for ride details and signup.

Friday Park Ride - 7/10/20 - Rick Nevins
A couple days ago, it sure looked like we would get rained out today but in fact it turned out to be very pleasant!
A little muggy but not too hot with partly cloudy skies. This was the first time both a B and B + pace was offered
at our Friday Park Ride. Fran Wenbert led the B pace and Jim Day participated. Rick Nevins led the B + pace with
Ken McFarland, Raul Zevallos, Paul Bennett and Mike Taxter. Both groups did the same route - CRP #4B which
starts at Chickahominy Riverfront Park, goes to Charles City via the VCT and returns to CRP via The Glebe. We
met up in Charles City for a photo-op. I’m not sure what the B group averaged, but the B + group averaged 17.7
mph. We had a bit of a headwind going out to CC but a nice tailwind coming back. Thanks to all who came out!
Thursday July 23 C Pace Ride Liberty Live Church - Jim Gullo

Our group today was small, just three of us as a number of the “regulars” were away on vacation. We started
earlier at 8:30am and it was well worth it as the temperatures stayed in the 80 degree range for most of the ride.
The riders were Steve Reiss, Martha and myself. One of the benefits of riding in a small group is the ability to
have a conversation while riding. Today I learned about Steve’s ride with a Trek tour group during several stages
of the Tour de France. I also learned that we have something in common, trying to get those water bottles when
a professional cyclist tosses it away during a race! Even though Steve had a good strategy about waiting at the
hill climbs, he could not get around those French children racing to get a water bottle like it was a chunk of gold!
We also met up with a group of Boy Scouts at Little Creek Park. Some of them were working on their Bicycling
Merit badges. Nice 28 mile bike ride and done by 10:30!
*Editor’s note: I loved the idea of learning more about our fellow cyclists on the smaller rides.

Friday Park Ride - 7/24/20 - Rick Nevins
Finally we got a little break in the heat as the temps were “only” in the 80’s! A few sprinkles at the start of the ride,
but the rain held off and with the sun mostly behind clouds, it was a fine day for a bicycle ride. Six WAB members
participated including Rick Nevins (L), Camilla Buchanan, Ken McFarland, Raul Zevallos, Paul Bennett and
Rich Richlak. We completed the 33 mile “LC #01” route, which goes around both Little Creek and Diascund
reservoirs. Everyone stayed together and we finished with a final average of 17.6 - a fun ride with a great group!
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member profile
Name: Jim Day
How long have you have been a member of the club?
5 years
What WAB officer/positions did you serve in?
I was a Director on the WAB board in 2016 and Treasurer
in 2017.
What is your favorite perk of being a member of the
club?
Without a doubt, my favorite perk has been making good
friends for both myself and my wife (even though she is
not a rider). I thoroughly enjoy the no-drop rides and the
get togetherness post ride. The club has kept me at a good
fitness and health level.
Ride of Fame?
I don’t really think I qualify for a “ride of fame” However
my second Cap2Cap century I managed to average 16.6 in
close to 100 degree heat. Many thanks to the strong riders,
Ken McFarland, Homer Hoe, and Rick Nevins that pulled
me along!
Ride of Shame?
My ride of shame, or better stated my ride of guilt…was the first gravel ride I did out of Newport News Park
that Rick Nevins organized. It had rained heavily the night before and it was extremely wet and muddy. It was
so bad, we had to walk our bikes through several fields. I was unable to clip in for over 30 miles because my
cleats were clogged with mud. To make matters worse, I was on a loaner bike from Contes that I was considering
buying and crashed in a mud slick tunnel. Thank goodness there was no damage to the bike…just damage to
me..and I was covered in mud... I was shamed into buying that bike!!
Favorite Club ride (past or present):
Probably one of my favs is the Rick’s Cheese Steak Ride…for obvious reasons!!!!
Other interests?
Terry and I got a new puppy last October, “Piper Girl” a very spunky Cockapoo that has been our joy to train and
see her mature into a really good dog! I enjoy tinkering in the garage, refinishing antique furniture, and hanging
out with our cycling friends…did I mention Billsburg!
Favorite Book/podcast/movie/TV show (bike related or not)
I only like books that have pictures on every page. I think they are called magazines! I don’t really have a
favorite TV show or movie, I do like anything that is a shoot ’em-up.
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race report update
by Mark Holt

The Williamsburg foursome of Lisa Pitman, Natalie Barron,
Elizabeth Cross Foxx, and Mark Britton Holt (Fat Frogs Racing
and also all four are members of the Williamsburg Area Bicyclists)
completed the Great American Ride virtual cross country race
yesterday. They rolled the 3700+ miles in two weeks and four days
and finished second in their division (4 person ‘coed’) and 13th
overall out of 101 teams competing. The team put in big miles over
this past weekend to just finish ahead of some other four person
teams that were breathing down their neck including Team Outpost
out of Richmond.
The team was lead by Lisa Pitman who rode 1074 miles. All four riders contributed big time and they had
one of the most even splits of total miles out of any team in the race. Lisa Pitman also turned in her first
200 mile weekend this past Saturday and Sunday and Natalie Barron did a 100k ride on the trainer Sunday
night to offset family business in SC Saturday and early Sunday.
The team got lots of local help and a shout out to Jim McDonald who helped them pace through two separate
century rides. Also Bill Haas who took pace work in the team’s century last Saturday despite riding his
own century the previous day. The team mixed in with the ‘Panera’ group, the ‘Not-Contes’ group, the
Williamsburg Area Bicyclists, and the Williamsburg Winery Cycling Club during the 18 days - thanks to
everyone who took a turn at the front and encouraged us along the way. The team even got a celebrity
finish as Arielle Verhaaren, a 2012 Olympian rode with them yesterday on the last leg of the race - thanks
so much Arielle!! Also thanks to Michelle Krewinghaus who clued us in on the event and is ‘still out there’
on the course with her team (Gossip Girls).
In a year where traditional racing has pretty well been cancelled you look for fun where ever you can find
it and this event really was cool. Medals are on the way from Sportsbackers and the squad is searching the
internet for the ‘next big thing.’

Lisa Pitman, Mark Britton Holt, Jim McDonald,
and Elizabeth Cross Foxx at ‘the great wall of
Richmond,’ end of the VCT last Saturday midway
through another 100 miler.
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Lisa Pitman, Elizabeth Cross Foxx, and Natalie Barron
at Rockett’s Landing during their opening weekend
century two and a half weeks ago.

